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Abstract
Texas is a major producer of industrial mineral resources required by the state’s ever-growing population that now exceeds 28
million. Texas typically ranks in the top three states for the value of non-fuel mineral production with a total value of $5.2 billion
in 2017, accounting for 6.9% of the total USmineral value. Almost 90% of current Texas industrial mineral value comes from the
production of cement, crushed stone, industrial sand, and construction sand and gravel. Construction material consumption is
focused in the 25 metropolitan areas of the state with populations of > 100,000 residents. Industrial mineral consumption is
dominated by the four most populous regions of the state—Houston, Dallas-Fort Worth, San Antonio-New Braunfels, and
Austin-Round Rock—with an aggregate population of more than 18million. More than 11,000 employees work in Texas mining
and processing operations. Texas produces more crushed stone than any other state from more than 200 quarries; a similar
number of operations produce sand and gravel. Specialty industrial sand production for use as proppants in hydraulic fracturing
for enhanced petroleum production serves as an excellent example of how developments in one industry sector can markedly
affect another industry; the production of industrial sand in Texas has markedly increased over the past decade, reaching $1.3
billion in 2014.With Texas’ population projected to reach 50million by 2050, continuing in-state development and production of
industrial minerals will be required to supply its residential, commercial, and industrial users. Favorable geology and economic
factors provide opportunities for identification and development of new industrial mineral production sites.

Keywords Industrial minerals . Construction materials . Chemical materials . Industrial sand . Geology . Exploration and
development

1 Introduction

As many industrial rocks and minerals are relatively common
Earth materials, low-cost surface extraction and processing
techniques typically are required for commercial viability.
Thus, industrial mineral production sites usually occur where
suitable geologic sources occur at or near the surface near the
population centers that will consume the industrial minerals,
and/or where an efficient transportation network is available to
deliver these products to regional, national, or global markets.

Texas typically ranks in the top three US states for the value
of non-fuel mineral production, accounting for 6.9% of the
total US mineral value in 2017 [1]. As Texas lacks significant
metals production, this value represents industrial mineral

production totaling $5.2 billion (Fig. 1). The total value of
industrial mineral production in Texas from 2000 to 2015
was almost $50 billion (Table 1; Fig. 2) [3]. Additional value
and related employment are provided by imported materials
that are refined or processed for use in Texas industries. As
locally produced industrial rocks and minerals are used exten-
sively in the construction industry, the amount and value of
their annual production typically provide a direct measure of
the state’s economic vitality. Industrial mineral consumption
trends broadly track regional population and are reflected in
the doubling of Texas’ population since 1980 to its current 28
million residents (Fig. 1).

This study provides an overview of recent trends for Texas
industrial mineral resources production and consumption, re-
views the geologic framework that controls the distribution of
these natural materials, and examines projected industrial min-
eral demands to 2050 and the potential for in-state extraction
developments to supply these materials. The information re-
ported here draws heavily on the references provided, with
major sources of Texas mining and industrial information pro-
vided by the United States Geological Survey National
Minerals Information Center [3], the Mine Safety and Health
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Administration [4], Texas Bureau of Economic Geology [5,
6], and the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality [7].
For in-depth geologic, market, and usage information on the
diverse commodities discussed, the reader is referred to indus-
trial rock and mineral compilations, e.g. [8], as well as annual
summaries available from the USGS National Minerals
Information Center [3].

2 Texas Geography and Demographics

Texas comprises a variety of physiographic provinces, extend-
ing from the coast and its barrier islands to the High Plains of

the Texas Panhandle and basin-and-range topography of
Trans-Pecos Texas (Fig. 3) [9]. Major river systems drain the
continental interior and extend through (and their Cenozoic
ancestors built) the Coastal Plain. Climate, and rainfall, varies
from the subtropical conditions along portions of the coast to
the semi-desert and mountainous terrains of the western part
of the state. Agriculture activities are extensive in much of the
state and depend on seasonal water supplies or subsurface
water for irrigation. The 1200-km (750-mi) international bor-
der with Mexico denotes opportunities and challenges for
supply and consumption issues for all resources, e.g., the larg-
er Juarez, Chihuahua, metropolitan center contiguous with El
Paso. The coastal region has major ports and industrial facil-
ities, particularly hydrocarbon refineries and petrochemical
plants, facilitating access to international markets and egress
for foreign material supplies.

Texas is divided into 254 counties, ranging in size from
more than 16,000 km2 (6000 mi2) to less than 400 km2 (150
mi2). Industrial rocks and minerals are produced in most large
counties, commonly related to local construction and industri-
al activities, thus providing local employment. Uncommon
mineral concentrations provide specialty products for region-
al, national, and international distribution. An important issue
concerning industrial mineral resource development is land
access in that more than 95% of Texas land is privately owned
[10]. This situation provides opportunities, as well as

Table 1 Texas industrial minerals production from 2000 through 2015

Crushed
stone

Cement Sand and
gravel

Industrial
sand

Common
clay

Lime Salt Dimension
stone

*Other Total

Year Mt M$ Mt M$ Mt M$ Mt M$ Mt M$ Mt M$ Mt M$ Mt M$ M$ M$

2000 121 496 9.5 712 80.8 408 1.8 45 2.2 9.5 1.6 105 10.8 104 0.08 11.5 59 1950

2001 126 606 10.7 778 82.9 405 1.9 70 2.1 8.8 1.6 108 9.4 104 0.09 12.6 48 2140

2002 113 543 10.8 776 82.6 413 1.7 62 2.2 21.2 1.5 98 9.1 103 0.07 12.2 61 2090

2003 126 595 11.4 783 86.2 425 1.9 82 2.1 8.9 1.6 110 9.6 116 0.09 16.4 54 2190

2004 122 621 11.5 838 81.7 436 2.8 109 2.2 8.9 1.6 115 9.8 118 0.06 15.2 69 2330

2005 137 820 12.0 1000 80.7 472 2.8 114 2.3 8.7 1.6 112 9.6 118 0.04 12.2 54 2710

2006 141 861 11.7 1121 99.5 603 1.5 66 2.4 12.6 1.7 130 9.6 132 0.23 30.1 68 3320

2007 153 1020 11.3 1112 96.1 656 3.3 123 2.0 12.6 1.6 132 9.0 143 0.24 31.6 90 3320

2008 150 1100 11.4 1150 88.3 631 3.6 139 2.1 13.7 1.5 128 9.1 157 0.27 27.7 103 3450

2009 110 784 8.6 843 71.9 540 3.2 143 1.8 13.0 1.0 105 8.9 164 0.24 42.0 86 2720

2010 114 805 9.1 812 71.5 540 4.5 202 1.7 14.0 1.3 136 9.1 173 0.20 57.0 101 2840

2011 117 791 9.4 951 79.2 593 7.0 337 1.8 13.3 1.4 148 9.3 180 0.54 117.0 90 3220

2012 134 1020 10.2 969 80.8 584 7.0 357 1.9 13.4 1.4 154 7.8 161 0.77 151.0 81 3490

2013 135 1080 10.3 1032 77.0 622 7.1 434 1.5 12.1 1.4 154 7.8 166 0.90 151.0 69 3720

2014 154 1340 11.3 1213 76.0 671 16.5 1300 1.7 14.4 1.5 171 8.0 182 0.92 159.0 79 5130

2015 162 1610 10.7 1200 83.7 790 14.2 706 2.1 39.4 1.5 170 7.6 173 1.06 142.0 67 4770

2000–2015 2115 14,092 170 15,285 1311 8664 81 4289 32 224 24 2076 144 2294 5.8 989 1477 49,390

Other includes the combined values of clays (ball, fire, fuller’s earth, kaolin), gypsum, helium [crude, grade-A (2011–12)], silver (2013), talc (crude), and
zeolites. Data modified and compiled from the U.S. Geological Survey minerals yearbooks [3]

Fig. 1 Growth of Texas population and industrial mineral production
from 1975 to 2015. Data compiled from the Texas Demographic Center
[2] and the U.S. Geological Survey [3]
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challenges, for mineral resource access. For low unit value
industrial minerals, near-coastal markets may facilitate bulk
oceanic transport of international raw materials, in competi-
tion with regional land sources that require truck or train trans-
port that is more expensive per unit. However, imported in-
dustrial minerals may be subject to tariffs.

Industrial mineral consumption is focused in metropolitan
areas, of which Texas has 25 with populations greater than
100,000. The five major metropolitan areas—Houston,
Dallas-Fort Worth, San Antonio-New Braunfels, Austin-
Round Rock, and El Paso—total more than 19 million resi-
dents (Texas Demographic Center). The four most populous
cities, along with several smaller metropolitan regions, occur
in the eastern portion of the state. This collective market
coupled with favorable surface geology for construction ma-
terials dominates the pattern of industrial mineral production
in Texas (Fig. 3). Favorable transportation networks, particu-
larly for maritime bulk transport, may result in supply compe-
tition from out-of-state or international producers.

Variants on these issues include NIMBY perspectives
where rapidly growing population centers may displace or
preclude resource development. However, some former indus-
trial mineral production sites have been repurposed as excep-
tional commercial sites, e.g., Alamo Quarry Market and Six
Flags Fiesta Texas in San Antonio.

MSHA lists more than 700 active or intermittently active
mining and processing operations in Texas with more than
11,500 employees (Table 2) [4]. In terms of industrial mineral
operations, the largest sectors in terms of employment are
crushed stone with almost 3000 employees, sand and gravel
(including industrial sand) with more than 2300, cement with
almost 1500, and dimension stone with greater than 1000.

Individual operations vary greatly in size from more than
250 employees to fewer than 10, not only by the scale of the
extraction operation, but whether there are corporate and/or
downstream components at the production site.

3 Geologic Framework of Texas Industrial
Minerals

All mineral resources are products of past geologic events, in
this case, that have created andmodified this portion of Earth’s
crust over the past 1.5 billion years (Fig. 3) [9, 11, 12].
Collisional plate tectonic processes created a vast
Mesoproterozoic orogenic belt, the deeply eroded roots of
which form the basement for most of Texas. While covered
by younger strata in most of Texas, local exposures of these
1.4- to 1.1-Ga metamorphic rocks and granites are present in
the Llano region of central Texas (Fig. 3), as well as smaller
areas of west Texas [13]. These igneous and metamorphic
rock units are sources of diverse construction and chemical
materials, ranging from dimension stone to talc.

Following an extensive period of uplift and erosion that
reduced this region to one of low topographic relief, most of
Texas was progressively covered by shallow seas starting in
the early Paleozoic following the tectonic breakup of the
Rodinia supercontinent [12]. Although largely marine in ori-
gin, the basal Upper Cambrian Hickory Sandstone includes
grains reworked from aeolian deposits that developed during
extended Neoproterozoic erosion. The Hickory is overlain by
extensive Cambrian-Ordovician limestones and dolostones
that formed in shallow seas on the BGreat American
Carbonate Bank^ [14].

Fig. 2 Production value trends of
major Texas industrial minerals
from 2000 through 2015. Other
includes the combined values of
all clays, dimension stone,
gypsum, helium [crude, grade-A
(2000–12)], silver (2013), talc,
and zeolites. Data modified and
compiled from the U.S.
Geological Survey, Minerals
Yearbook [3]
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The later Paleozoic records the collision of the North
American continent with South America resulting in the
Ouachita Orogeny that thrust deeper water strata over equiv-
alent shelf deposits during the formation of this portion of the
Pangaea supercontinent [12]. These units are largely covered
by Mesozoic and younger strata, with local exposures around
the Llano Uplift in central Texas and the Marathon Uplift in
west Texas. This collisional event formed the tectonic compo-
nents of the Permian Basin in west Texas and contiguous
regions, including the major petroleum-bearing basins. Late
Permian evaporation of shallow seas produced gypsum- and
salt-bearing strata, including the potassium-rich salts of the
Delaware Basin, forming the major potash deposits in the
Carlsbad, New Mexico, area [15].

Following the breakup of Pangaea during the early
Mesozoic to initiate the formation of the Gulf ofMexico, ideal
evaporitic conditions resulted in the formation of the extensive
and thick Jurassic Louann Salt in the rifted margin. The evap-
oritic strata underlie major portions of the Coastal Plain, ex-
tending to and beyond the continental shelf. Salt diapirism
began in the Mesozoic and continues to the present [16].
Numerous salt domes with relatively shallow apices occur in
the Coastal Plain, making salt available for mine or solution
extraction, as well as storage facilities for petroleum and other
products (Fig. 3) [17].

With the establishment of normal marine conditions during
the Cretaceous, shallow shelf environments produced the ex-
tensive carbonate strata that form the Edwards Plateau and

Fig. 3 Generalized geologic map of Texas showing location of major industrial mineral production areas. Modified from [9]
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other surface belts that are essential to Texas’ crushed stone,
cement, and lime production (Fig. 3). Evaporation of the shal-
low Cretaceous seas also resulted in local gypsum-bearing
strata that are largely produced for use in the cement industry.

Cenozoic deposits blanket older geologic units over much
of Texas and supply many valuable industrial mineral re-
sources (Fig. 3). Cenozoic strata were deposited by fluvial
and coastal processes that distributed gravels, sands, and muds
eroded from the ancestral Rocky Mountains and the continen-
tal interior. Deposition of these thick sedimentary sequences
built the Coastal Plain and extended the Texas shoreline to its
current position (and beyond during the most recent glacial
period that resulted in lower sea level 18,000 years ago).
Coastal Plain Cenozoic strata and unconsolidated alluvial de-
posits of Texas’ major river systems are the source of con-
struction sand and gravel, as well as much of the common
clay used in brick and ceramics (Fig. 3). Volcanic ash from
mid-Cenozoic eruptions in Trans-Pecos Texas and elsewhere
in southwestern North America supplied atypical Coastal
Plain sediments that were altered to valuable industrial zeo-
lites, bentonites, and other clay deposits.

Trans-Pecos Texas, arguably the most diverse geologic re-
gion of Texas, has been affected by several younger tectonic
events. This area includes the easternmost effects of the late
Cretaceous Laramide Orogeny that are overprinted by the ex-
tensional tectonic regime that remains active [12].
Hydrothermal systems associated with early to mid-
Cenozoic magmatic activity produced a variety of hydrother-
mal mineral deposits, including industrial minerals such as
fluorspar with local enrichment of beryllium, uranium, and
rare earth elements [18].

The 1.5-billion-year geologic history recorded in Texas ge-
ology has endowed the region with diverse industrial rock and
mineral resources that are heavily utilized by the population of
the region in support of their daily activities.

4 Texas Construction Materials

Crushed stone, gravel, and sand that are consumed in large
quantities by the construction industry dominate industrial
mineral production throughout Texas, from sites commonly
near the major metropolitan areas. About 75% of current
Texas industrial mineral value comes from the production of
cement, crushed stone, and construction sand and gravel
(Fig. 4). Increased production and consumption of these con-
struction materials are tied to regional population increases
(Figs. 5 and 6), a trend that is projected to continue [19, 20].

4.1 Crushed Stone

Texas produces more crushed stone (162 million tonnes in
2015) than any other state from more than 260 active quarries
in 100 counties [4]; more than 700 quarries have been permit-
ted [7]. The production value of crushed stone for 2015 was
$1.6 billion (Figs. 2 and 4) [1]. Limestone is the most common
crushed stone in Texas [22], with production dominated by the
Cretaceous limestones that form the surface exposures of the
Edwards Plateau in central Texas northward to the Oklahoma
border (Figs. 3 and 6). Lesser production comes from
Cambrian-Ordovician limestones and dolostones exposed
around the Llano Uplift in central Texas and in fault blocks

Table 2 Operational and
employment summary for Texas
industrial mineral production

Number of operations Number of counties Number of employees

Commodity Min Max Total

Cement 11 7 72 274 1474

Crushed stone 263 100 1 230 2980

Dimension stone 95 27 1 62 1045

Sand and gravel 243 97 1 75 2329

Industrial sand 25 19 2 25 199

Common clays 20 13 2 157 447

Specialty clays 7 7 1 14 30

Gypsum 9 6 2 47 114

Lime 6 6 15 127 405

Salt 2 2 48 215 263

Shell 7 4 3 5 27

Talc 2 1 14 17 31

Coal 14 11 28 312 2156

Total 704 11,578

Compiled from [4]. Overall Department of Labor employment data for Bmining^ shows much higher employee
numbers because the sector includes employment in all extractive industries, notably including oil and gas
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near El Paso. Permian limestones are extensive in western
Texas and provide local sources of construction materials.
Uncommon crushed stone products are sourced from a
Cenozoic granitic laccolith at Sierra Blanca in west Texas
and from Cretaceous basaltic centers in the Uvalde area of
south Texas for railroad bases, pavement coatings, and glass
products.

4.2 Sand and Gravel

Approximately 240 operations produce sand and gravel in
Texas in 97 counties, with most located in the Coastal Plain
(Fig. 6) [4, 19]. Most of these operations produce and separate
unconsolidated materials that were formed by active or an-
cient fluvial systems (Fig. 3). Total construction sand and
gravel production for 2015 was 83.7 Mt. with a value of al-
most $790 million (Table 1; Fig. 4) [3].

4.3 Cement

Cement is manufactured from limestone and clay by heating
in rotary kilns to produce a synthetic product that is an invalu-
able material for modern construction [23]. Annual cement
production in Texas typically exceeds $1 billion (Fig. 2) with
a 2015 production of 10.5million tonnes valued at $1.2 billion
(Fig. 4) [3]. Because of its immediate and regional use in the
construction industry, cement production is a revealing com-
modity that tracks the strength of local and regional econo-
mies. Texas’ 11 cement plants in 7 counties are mostly asso-
ciated with the extensive Cretaceous limestones in central and
north Texas (Fig. 3) that are near major consumption centers
and transportation networks. Other plants support industrial
activities within the Permian Basin of west Texas, with cement
imported from contiguous Mexico currently supplying the
greater El Paso market.

4.4 Gypsum

Gypsum is used in cement manufacture, as well as for plaster
and wallboard in building interiors. Texas has nine gypsum
mines in six counties (Table 2). Most commercial Texas pro-
duction is from Permian evaporitic strata of north-central
Texas (Fig. 3); extensive Permian gypsum deposits of the
Delaware Basin in west Texas are not produced at present.
Cretaceous gypsum deposits on the Edwards Plateau are used
primarily in the central Texas cement industry. Synthetic gyp-
sum produced from flue gas desulfurization represents an al-
ternative supply for natural gypsum in a variety of uses.
However, this supply may be reduced by the closure of some
coal-fired electricity-generating plants.

4.5 Clays

Clays of various types largely in the Coastal Plain (Fig. 3) are
used in many products, with common clay consumed in large
quantities in the manufacture of bricks and tile. Twenty oper-
ations in 13 counties produce common clays for the regional
construction industry (Table 2) [4].

4.6 Dimension Stone

Several geologic types of dimension stone, mostly for monu-
ments and building exteriors but with growing high-end resi-
dential use, are produced in Texas [24]. Approximately 100
operations in 27 counties currently produce dimension stone
(Table 2) [4]. Although relatively small compared to other
construction materials, the tonnage and value of Texas’ di-
mension stone production has had more than an order of mag-
nitude increase in the last decade to a $150 million industry
(Table 1). Cretaceous grainstone and fossil-moldic limestones
are popular local architectural dimension stones, with lesser
use of grainstones and sandstones of other geologic ages. The
Mesoproterozoic granites of the Llano Uplift in central Texas
(Fig. 3) were used to build the Texas state capitol and numer-
ous other state and county government buildings and continue
to be in demand for dimension stone and other purposes.

4.7 Industrial Sand

Large amounts of sand are produced for construction pur-
poses, e.g., masonry sand, but specialized industrial sand
products have seen a great increase in demand over the past
decade. The Texas industrial sand production value of $1.3
billion in 2014 exceeded that of cement and was almost as

Fig. 4 Tonnage (million t) and value (million $) of Texas industrial
mineral production for 2015. Other includes the combined values of all
clays, dimension stone, gypsum, helium (crude), lime, talc, and zeolites.
Data modified and compiled from [3]
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much as the value of crushed stone (Fig. 2; Table 1). A timely
example of how developments in one industry may have in-
terrelated effects in another is the recent growth in production
of petroleum from Bunconventional^ reservoirs. Although di-
rectional drilling and hydraulic fracturing techniques have
been used for decades, a major increase in these operations
was required for hydrocarbon production from unconvention-
al shale reservoirs. Texas has multiple unconventional petro-
leum plays, and in-state production of industrial sands for
proppants has doubled in the past decade.

One of Texas’major industrial sand areas is the northwest-
ern margin of the Llano Uplift in central Texas where sands
are produced from the upper Cambrian Hickory Sandstone.
Despite its great age, the Hickory remains friable in this area
because it was never buried deeply along the flanks of the
Llano Uplift. Because of its poorly cemented nature and the
occurrence of well-rounded quartz grains in a variety of sizes
appropriate for various proppant applications [25, 26]. This
area has been a source of industrial sand for several decades
[27], but production has steadily increased in the past decade
supplying the unconventional petroleum plays in north Texas
and in the Permian Basin. Production generally is from a near-
surface 15- to 20-m (50- to 65-ft) interval in the lower Hickory
[25], and a considerable resource remains [26].

Additional industrial sand operations have been developed
for proppant production in the unconsolidated Cenozoic de-
posits of east and south Texas Coastal Plain (Fig. 3). A total of
19 counties have industrial sand operations (Table 2), and that
number is expanding. With transportation costs being a key
economic factor for many industrial mineral operations, oper-
ators have recently started to develop proppant sand supplies
from surficial aeolian deposits (Fig. 7) in the southern High
Plains [28] for Permian Basin hydraulic fracturing operations.
Currently, more than 25 properties have been permitted with
production ramping up to support expanding Permian Basin
unconventional hydrocarbon production (Fig. 7).

Development of these Bin-basin^ sands represents a shift in
the natural sand proppant industry, moving to locally sourced
sands and away from premium sand resources that require
long-distance transport. Several factors have contributed to
this trend, including an increase in active rigs, increase in
wells per rig, increasing lateral length of horizontal drilling,
and increase in proppant use per lateral increment, and a shift
in proppant size from coarse to finer sand fractions that dem-
onstrate higher resistance to stress in the production of deeper
oil and gas formations. More than 80% of US hydraulic frac-
turing sand consumption is 40/70, 100 and finer mesh sand
product, an increase of more than 60% since 2014. More than

Fig. 5 Texas population growth
by counties for 2015 showing the
largest increases in counties
adjacent to major metropolitan
areas [19, 20]
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85% of the sand used in Permian Basin hydraulic fracturing is
40/70 mesh and finer. The critical factors of roundness, sphe-
ricity, and crush strength for finer mesh sizes have been re-
ported to be similar to premium sand and suitable for produc-
tion engineers to replace more expensive proppant sources.
The abundant local sand resources with low transportation
cost are expected to supply much of the proppant demand
for the increased petroleum-drilling activity in the Permian
Basin.

5 Texas Chemical Minerals

Many industrial minerals are used in the chemical industries,
from primary industrial applications to secondary applications
in which they serve as sources of valuable elements.

5.1 Salt

Salt (sodium chloride) has diverse uses, but most is produced
as a chlorine source for the manufacture of hydrochloric acid,
a widely used industrial chemical. Salt is produced in the

Coastal Plain region from seven brine operations and from
mines in two salt domes (Fig. 3), supplying a total of 7.6
million tonnes with a value of $173 million (Table 1) [3].
Caverns excavated within salt domes provide inert and sealed
containers for the storage of diverse products, with such facil-
ities in 19 domes in Texas with more than 300 active caverns
[17]. These caverns serve as storage for crude oil, liquified
petroleum gas, and natural gas. The US Strategic Petroleum
Reserve is hosted in 62 caverns in four Texas and Louisiana
salt domes and currently has a storage capacity of more than
700 million barrels of crude oil [30].

5.2 Lime

Lime (calcium oxide produced by calcining limestone) has
many uses, including water purification, paper manufacture,
and sugar refining. Lime is produced from five operations in
five central Texas counties utilizing Cretaceous limestones
[4]. The production value for 2015 was $170 million [3].
Limestone also has many other chemical uses, including flue
gas desulfurization of SO2 from coal-fired electricity-genera-
tion plants to produce synthetic gypsum.

Fig. 6 Texas construction
material quarries for crushed
stone and sand and gravel [19, 21]
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5.3 Sulfur

Sulfur is an important industrial chemical that is used princi-
pally for the manufacture of sulfuric acid which is used exten-
sively in the production of chemical fertilizers. Sulfur was
once produced in large quantities from native sulfur deposits
of microbial origin in Coastal Plain salt-dome cap rocks and in
altered Permian evaporite strata in the Delaware Basin of west
Texas [17, 31]. These deposits were extracted via the Frasch
process, involving the injection of superheated water into the
sulfur-bearing formation to liquefy the sulfur to allow it to be
pumped to the surface. Although identified resources of these
types of sulfur deposits remain, these sulfur concentrations
ceased to be economically viable with the expansion of non-
discretionary sulfur production related to the Clean Air Act.
The last Texas production was from the Culberson deposit in
west Texas in 1999. Now, sulfur is produced in more than 60
refineries of Bsour^ crude oil and natural gas from domestic
and international sources. Although no longer tallied under
state industrial mineral production, Texas remains the leading
US sulfur-producing state, with 3.2 million tonnes in 2015
accounting for ~ 37% of US production [3].

5.4 Specialty Industrial Minerals

Specialty clays, zeolites, helium, sodium sulfate, and talc
are additional chemical materials currently produced in
Texas (Fig. 2). Although most of Texas clay production
is common clay for the manufacture of bricks and other
building materials, seven operations produce specialty
clays for a variety of purposes (Table 1). Bentonitic clays
are produced in the central Gulf Coast (Fig. 3) for diverse
uses in industrial processes including drilling fluids and
refining of vegetable oils. Ball and kaolin clays are used
as fillers and coating agents in the rubber and paper in-
dustry and in ceramic products. A single mine in the
south-central Gulf Coast produces zeolites developed in
mid-Cenozoic volcanic ash (Fig. 3). Their zeolites are
marketed for their ion-exchange capacity, as used in water
treatment and other purification processes. Additional
clay- and zeolite-bearing strata occur in the region and
could be developed with increased demand and favorable
economic scenarios.

The principal domestic source of helium is from natural gas
in the Hugoton and other fields in the Panhandle of Texas and

Fig. 7 Surface geology of the
southern High Plains of Texas
showing surficial sand deposits
[29] that are being developed for
Bin-basin^ supplies of proppants
for Permian Basin
unconventional petroleum
production
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adjacent states (Fig. 3). The National HeliumReserve is stored
in a depleted natural gas reservoir near Amarillo [3].

Sodium sulfate is produced from brines pumped from the
subsurface underlying a former alkaline lake in western Texas
(Fig. 3). The interstitial brine well field produces from a depth
of 25 to 30 m (80 to 100 ft).

Talc is used for fillers in ceramics, paper, plastic, and rub-
ber products. Talc deposits of the Allamoore district occur in
Mesoproterozoic carbonate strata near Van Horn in west
Texas and are associated with complex tectonic and fluid
events along the 1.0 billion-year-old Streeruwitz thrust [32].
Both paint- and ceramic-grade talc is produced.

The demand for rare earth elements, a diverse group of
metals used in a variety of technology applications from wind
turbines to guidance systems, has increased recently with REE
prices majorly affected by restrictions in the international sup-
ply of the refined metals. The Paleogene Round Top laccolith
in western Texas has been evaluated for its rare earth element
potential, as well as localized concentrations of beryllium and
uranium [18, 33, 34]. Other similar shallow igneous intrusions
remain to be evaluated.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

Texas’ abundant and varied industrial mineral resources are
products of a geologic history affecting this part of the Earth’s
crust for more than a billion years. The use of Texas’ industrial
mineral resources began in Prehistory and continues at an
accelerated rate today tied to societal and technology changes.

The total value of Texas’ industrial mineral production for
2017 was more than $5 billion [1], with additional value sup-
plied by energy mineral production and unrecorded nondis-
cretionary industrial mineral production, e.g., recovered sul-
fur. Industrial rocks and minerals are produced in virtually
every Texas county, commonly related to local transportation,
construction, and other industrial activities. Industrial mineral
production provides local employment, and unusual mineral
concentrations provide specialty products for regional distri-
bution. As Texas’ population continues to grow, in-state pro-
duction of industrial minerals will continue to satisfy the de-
mands of residential, commercial, and industrial customers
(Fig. 8).

Increased production and consumption of industrial miner-
al resources is tied to regional population increases, a trend
that seems likely to continue with the state’s population
projected to reach as high as 50 million by 2050 (Fig. 8)
[35]. Texas provides a notable case study for the forecast that
60% of the urban infrastructure required in 2050 is yet to be
built [36]. Current rising sea levels will also require infrastruc-
ture adjustments. This new infrastructure will require huge
amounts of construction and other mineral resources.
Successful exploration for and development of new industrial
mineral production sites will be guided by near-surface geo-
logic occurrences, balanced against competing land uses, en-
vironmental considerations, and available transportation net-
works. Near-coastal major consumption sites may result in an
increased supply of bulk industrial raw materials via oceanic
transport from international sources, in competition with re-
gional land sources and transport. Developments in other

Fig. 8 Projected Texas
population growth and industrial
mineral valuation to 2050.
Population data and projections
from [37]
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resource industries, as well as governmental regulation, can
have major impacts on industrial mineral production and con-
sumption issues. Understanding the geologic and economic
framework of the Earth resources allows for more informed
decisions about the societal issues that Texas and other regions
will face in the future.
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